Section Twelve
Weather Forecasting and Road
Weather Information Systems
Key check list:
• Have decision makers undergone suitable training (such as the IHE/
NWSRG Winter Service Decision Makers Course and/or other training
provided by forecast providers and sensor suppliers)
• Are the most appropriate weather forecasting services being procured?
• Have the potential benefits of increasing the granularity/resolution of
forecasts been considered – i.e. domain or route-based forecasts?
• Are conditions being monitored appropriately throughout the
forecasting period?
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12.1 Introduction and Overview
12.1.1

Winter Service Decision Makers (WSDM) are faced with the challenge of determining the
necessity, extent and timing of treatments, as well as the treatment rates to be applied, to
mitigate the impact that winter conditions can have on the highway network. These
decisions are based on the best judgement of the decision maker using the information
available to them and within the overall context of the authority’s winter service policies
and the content of their Winter Service Plan.

12.1.2 Weather forecasts are a key element of the information that WSDM should have available
to assist with their decision-making process. Observation data from weather stations and
sensors also form an important part of decision making and the monitoring process,
allowing WSDM to see what is happening across their network and monitor the accuracy
of forecasts.
12.1.3 This section of the NWSRG Practical Guide will help authorities to understand the
suitability of different types of forecast for their local circumstances. It also provides
practical guidance on issues including location and installation considerations for weather
stations and sensors.
12.1.4 When considering a forecast it is important to remember that it is not a factual document
but a prediction of the future state of the atmosphere and road surface. It will carry some
degree of uncertainty which should be factored into the decision-making process.
12.1.5 This guidance will aid effective decision-making and support a risk-based approach to
winter service decision making.
12.1.6 Uncertainty in weather forecasts is usually expressed in terms of a ‘HIGH’, ‘MODERATE’ or
‘LOW’ confidence level on the part of the weather forecaster, or as a percentage likelihood.
A WSDM will need to consider this information just as much as the hazard itself.
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12.2 Understanding Risk
12.2.1 Road network risk is dependent upon many factors. In the context of the winter service, the
most important variable in this regard is typically the weather. Weather forecasts are thus
important tools in the decision making process, assisting in the management and
mitigation of these risks. Effective communication and the clear understanding of
information require a consistent use of language. ‘Risk’ and ‘probability’ are often used
interchangeably, but their scientific definitions are not the same. The following list provides
some useful definitions:
■

A hazard is some phenomenon that presents a threat. For example, ice on the road is a
hazard, because it can reduce friction.

■

Probability (or ‘likelihood’) is the chance of something happening, which may be
expressed as a probability. For example, a ‘30% chance of rain’ means that there is a 3in-10 chance that it will rain; it could rain but it’s more likely that it will be dry.

■

Impact occurs when there is some loss or damage. For example, road traffic incidents
may be an impact of poor road conditions.

■

Risk is the ‘probability of impact due to a hazard’. Numerically, it is the probability of the
hazard scenario occurring multiplied by the conditional probability of impact given the
hazard scenario. For example, the risk of road incident due to ice can be written as:

The risk associated with ice = Impact (the potential seriousness of a road traffic collision) x
Probability (of ice forming and being encountered by a road user)
12.2.2 The role of weather forecast providers is to forecast relevant hazards in order to provide
guidance for risk-based decision making by winter practitioners. A probabilistic forecast
specifies the likelihood (probability) of those hazards occurring.
Weather forecasts are not risk forecasts. Instead, it is the role of the winter practitioner to
assess risk, given the forecast and knowledge of their network, and decide on appropriate
mitigation, given their tolerance of risk (not likelihood) and available mitigation actions.
12.2.3 There are key road weather hazards that a WSDM will be concerned about that form on the
surface of the highway. These include:
■

Freezing rain

■

Frost (Hoar Frost)

■

Ice

■

Snow

■

Hail
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12.2.4 Frost comes in many forms, for example air frost and ground frost, but the particular type
of most concern to the WSDM is hoar frost. This can form on the road surface, given the
right conditions, from moisture that is contained in the air forming ice crystals on the roads
surface in what is otherwise considered to be a dry night.
12.2.5 Ice occurs on the road surface when there is liquid water present that freezes. This
moisture can naturally arise from direct precipitation (water falling onto the road surface)
or as a result of run-off from adjacent ground. It can also occasionally occur from nonnatural sources such as burst water pipes and vehicle wash down activities etc but, for
obvious reasons, these non-natural sources cannot be accounted for by weather
forecasters.
Occasionally, ice can result from freezing rain, an unusual natural phenomenon in the UK,
which causes rain to freeze on impact with any surface.
12.2.6 Hail can also result in ice being present on the highway surface.
12.2.7 Snow comes in a number of different forms from dry snow through to wet snow and still
remains a hazard as it melts. Snow can present a significant challenge to a WSDM.
12.2.8 Weather forecasts designed to aid winter service decision making typically focus heavily on
the freezing point of water (0°C). However, that in itself does not cause a hazard if there is
no moisture present to form ice and humidities are too low for hoar frost to form. When
weather forecasts predict dry conditions, WSDM should still consider the likelihood of the
existence of wet areas of the road network arising from earlier precipitation and run-off.
12.2.9 When considering the appropriate response to the risk posed by winter weather hazards,
WSDM will also be making their decisions within the overall context of the authority’s
winter service policy, and this will include the extent of the treated network and the
prioritised hierarchy of treatment routes etc. This subject is discussed in more detail in
Section 2 of the NWSRG Best Practice Guide, which deals with planning for the winter
service.

12.3 Initial Decision Making
12.3.1 Weather forecasts are available from several reputable suppliers. Forecasts are normally
enhanced by having access to local data from weather stations that are appropriately
located and can deliver information in a number of different forms to assist the decision
making process. These can include:
■

Site based forecast (at a single location)

■

Domain based forecast (Area)

■

Route based forecast (linear)

See Section 12.8 for further discussion.
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12.3.2 For obvious reasons, short time range forecasts are generally more accurate than longer
range forecasts. Most WSDM will use a 24-36 hour forecast for their key treatment decision.
However, longer-term forecasting can be useful for planning resources and determining
de-icer requirements.
12.3.3 WSDM are usually focussed on a 24 hour period from midday, as the lowest temperatures
are normally expected overnight or during the period around sunrise. Temperatures tend
to fall away after dusk and the key decision-making time is usually around the lunchtime
period. In order that the latest weather information is available to WSDM when they are
making their initial daily decisions, forecasters tend to time their model runs to provide the
best information at the lunch-time period for the following 24-36 hours.
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Figure12.3.1
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12.4 Monitoring the Weather
12.4.1 High confidence/probability forecasts should be more reliable than low confidence/
probability forecasts. However, given the complicated nature of the atmospheric system
and the variability of the weather conditions experienced across the UK there is always a
risk that conditions will change from those predicted. Therefore, it is crucial that weather
and road conditions are appropriately monitored throughout the forecast period.
12.4.2 This monitoring of conditions can be achieved in different ways and authorities should
determine the method that is most appropriate to their own circumstances and the
resources available to them. For example, this could involve:
■

24-hour control room with access to real-time road weather data

■

Duty officer accessing the Road Weather Information System (RWIS) at various times
throughout their duty period by way of the use of personal or laptop computer

■

Specific contractual arrangement with a forecast provider to monitor the weather and
advise the WSDM or duty staff if any changes to the weather could affect the action

■

Patrols and/or network inspection (although this method tends only to be used
routinely by local authorities in certain circumstances and/or in response to particular
forecast conditions, and it should be noted that patrols and inspections can only
identify adverse conditions after they have started to form on the network, which does
not assist precautionary treatment decision making)

12.4.3 Some weather forecast contract arrangements allow for the regular updating of weather
forecast information, and weather stations will be polled at regular intervals to provide
updates to actual road status, and in these circumstances it is important that this
information is appropriately reviewed and considered.
12.4.4 An important and commonly employed tool in monitoring weather and road conditions
throughout the forecast period is the site specific forecast graph, which allows the direct
comparison, in ‘real-time’, of actual measurements of road surface temperature and
condition (along with other variables) against those that had been predicted to occur and
had informed earlier treatment decisions.
12.4.5 Whichever method is used to monitor conditions, the contractual arrangements should
allow any identified significant variation between the predicted and actual conditions to be
discussed with the weather forecaster, so that properly informed determinations can then
be made regarding the appropriateness, or otherwise, of revising and amending earlier
treatment decisions.
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Figure 12.4.1 RWIS station map showing data and camera observations in real time

12.5 The Value of Road Weather Stations
12.5.1 Observation data allows the winter maintenance practitioner to see what is happening
across their network, react to changes and also monitor the accuracy of site-specific
forecasts.
12.5.2 Observation data also plays a vital role in improving the accuracy of the road forecasts.
Studies by the Met Office showed that forecast accuracy drops by 2% without observed
data from weather stations. Observed data also reduces warm forecast bias and gives
essential insights into subsurface and depth temperatures which is a critical component to
forecast the rate the road surface warms or cools.
12.5.3 Traditionally this observed data has been provided from fixed weather stations at the road
side, however the range and diversity of road weather stations and instrumentation
available is increasing and consideration should be given as to how useful the data is and
how it is used both by the decision maker and the forecast provider.
12.5.4 It is important that data is of high quality and monitoring equipment and sensors should
be installed properly and regularly maintained/calibrated.
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12.5.5 It is recommended that authorities consider the optimal deployment of weather stations
and instrumentation based on their resources, network characteristics and operational
needs and work with their forecast provider to arrive at the best solution for their needs.
Further information on RWIS requirements, including the value of RWIS for improving
forecast quality, is provided in Section 12.12

12.6 Thermal Profiling
12.6.1 Thermal profiling is the process of measuring the road temperature patterns under
different weather conditions, usually in the latter half of the night. These road temperature
patterns are then repeatable at night under each weather condition.
12.6.2 Thermal profiling can be used to generate thermal mapping by relating a thermal
mapping area to a fixed point (e.g. a forecast site) or incorporated into a route-based
forecasting product where additional forecast information is considered in segments along
the length of the route. Thermal profiling will pick out detail along a route and should
identify the parts most adversely affected by the concomitant weather conditions. This can
come across as a pessimistic forecast in presenting the worst conditions and WSDM should
consider carefully how they use this information in comparison to other information
which might give more typical conditions.

12.6.3 Thermal profiling can help identify microclimatic features and other causes of localised
road surface temperature variability such as road construction. For example, features such
as frost hollows tend to be strongly associated with particular weather conditions – they
are more prominent on calm clear nights and least evident in overcast and windy
conditions – such that appropriate thermal survey data can be used to project a correction
along a route. While thermal surveys can be useful for highlighting variations in
susceptibility across a route that maybe affected by microclimates, it is important to
understand their limitations when evaluating the risk on the network.
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12.6.4 Changes over time in traffic volumes, road construction, sky view, shading and land use will
alter the road surface temperature pattern which will lead to the road network requiring
remapping. Thermal mapping providers will be able to advise on how often the mapping
should be renewed or validated based on any gradual changes over time. Consideration
should also be given to remapping relevant parts of a network if there are any significant
changes to the factors that impact the temperature variations such as large scale
resurfacing, significant changes in traffic flows or in land use around the mapped network.
12.6.5 Thermal profile data are useful in determining the most appropriate locations for weather
stations, to optimise salting routes and also to extrapolate forecast road temperatures from
site specific locations across the mapped network. In the latter case, it is important to
understand that the underlying relationships are only repeatable under conditions which
closely resemble those under which they were recorded. Thermal surveys also typically only
measure the surface temperature and not surface condition. No two nights are precisely
the same and the intensity of such features are sensitive to subtle or localised differences in
weather conditions, particularly wind speed and direction, and cloud amount.
12.6.6 Thermal surveys should be planned and carried out under strict control guidelines.
Localised factors during surveys (such as fog patches, wet roads and lane changes) can
affect the accuracy of the data. It is important for the surveyors to record any such potential
anomalies in the data. Data collected when anomalies did occur should not be used to
generate a Thermal Map. It is advisable that more than one survey is undertaken to verify
the results and ensure that the effect of these issues is minimised.

12.7 Training
12.7.1

It is important that WSDM have undergone suitable training (such as the IHE/NWSRG
Winter Service Decision Makers Course training provided by forecast providers and also by
sensor and weather station suppliers), as well as shadowing more experienced decision
makers for a period, until they are considered competent by the organisation.

12.7.2 In order to ensure effective decision making, it is crucial that WSDM properly understand
the data and the significance of the information that is being presented to them by the
weather forecaster and sensor suppliers, and within any specific forecasts that they receive
(e.g. route-based forecasts). Forecast methodology and information is becoming
increasingly detailed and complex and will differ between forecast services.
12.7.3 WSDM training should specifically address the detailed understanding of forecast
uncertainty and how that information can be applied to assist the decision making
process. It is also important that WSDM understand how to fully utilise and configure any
display software and how to interpret the sensor readings provided.
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12.8 Types of Road Forecasting Service
12.8.1 A variety of forecasting services are available, including point forecasts (often referred to as
site-specific), area forecasts (for example domain) and linear forecasts (route-based or
multi-point forecasts).
12.8.2 Winter Service managers need to consider the benefits of each approach to their particular
network and determine which type of forecast, or combination of forecasts, enable their
WSDM to make the best decisions and deliver the most effective and cost-efficient service
for their highway network and climate.
12.8.3 A single area-based forecast for the whole authority may be appropriate where the
authority is geographically small and has minimal climatic variation. However, where there
are several distinct climatic domains within an authority, separate forecasts for each
domain may provide some opportunities for savings, as some authority-wide treatments
may be unnecessary.
12.8.4 Similarly, route-based forecasts may provide a further level of granularity that enables
further savings to be made. Sub-route decision making may also be possible and most
likely within more geographically extensive routes that have the most varied topography.
12.8.5 There is no “one size fits all” and this guidance encourages highway authorities to discuss
their individual circumstances with forecast providers to determine which approach may
be best suited to their authority. Evidence can be gathered by analysing past treatment
decisions against the prevailing weather conditions.
12.8.6 Site specific forecasts generate forecast data for a single location (weather station or
virtual site). In the simplest case, this includes interrogating output data from one or more
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models and extracting forecast data for the site of
interest, typically also taking account of the specific characteristics of that site (such as the
road type, exposure, etc). This forecast data may then be combined or summarised using
domain or route-based mapping, as discussed below.

Figure 12.8.1 Example of RST site forecast
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12.8.7 A domain-based forecast provides an estimation of the weather conditions in a given
geographic area. These forecasts are driven by site specific forecasts for weather stations
within this area and providers will often be only forecasting for the treated network in a
domain.
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12.8.8 As they are driven by site forecasts for a weather station, the location of these stations can
affect the output of the forecast. As a domain forecast provides an estimate of overall
weather conditions, they can be generic and implicitly do not represent the variability of
road conditions within the domain. The minimum road surface temperature of a domain
forecast should, as far as possible, reflect the coldest expected road surface temperature
and worst hazard anywhere within that climatic domain. However, it is unlikely that the
coldest location in all weather scenarios will always be one of a small number of locations
used for domain forecasting; domain forecasting could be optimistic unless the forecaster
makes corrections for this factor.
12.8.9 If and when authorities differentiate treatments between different climatic domains based
on the weather forecasts, evidence as to how these domains are climatically different
should be documented and utilised.
12.8.10 Route based forecasts (RBF) provide a summary of forecast weather conditions along an
individual salting route or group of routes. Route summaries can show, for example, the
timing and intensity of road hazards (such as sub-zero road temperatures) over an entire
salting route so that mitigation planning can be tailored for the route as a whole.
12.8.11 RBF are more specific than domain forecasts, with the focus on individual routes or parts
thereof (this will be determined by the forecast methodology used such as downscaling
techniques) rather than broader domains which typically encompass several routes,
however they are still only an estimate of weather conditions. Some effects of
microclimates may not be represented in RBF; therefore, parts of a route could be colder
than the forecast minimum temperature.
12.8.12 The added level of detail allows forecast providers to include more detail in forecast models
– such as localised variations in exposure or road characteristics. For example, the use of
Sky View and Solar View calculations can enhance the forecast. The addition of Sky View
and Solar View factors can assist the forecast road model in calculating the impact of
radiation input (daytime) and loss (nighttime) on the Road Surface temperature. By taking
into account both incoming solar radiation and outgoing long-wave infrared radiation, the
forecast supplier is able to calculate the energy transfer between the atmosphere and road
surface, and vice versa.
12.8.13 Such added detail has been shown to improve both forecast skill and allows winter
practitioners to better understand their routes. However, it is important to remember that
the underlying forecast data are constrained by the same limitations apropos their quality
and implicit uncertainty. Winter practitioners should be aware that variability (e.g.
microclimates) can occur between forecast sites, depending on the distances between the
individual forecast points used, on timescales shorter than forecast time intervals, or at
levels that are smaller than the uncertainty of the forecast per se. Winter practitioners
should endeavour to optimise their routes according to climate as much as possible in
order to gain maximum benefit from route-based forecasting. However, it is recognised
this is not always possible and operational considerations will often take priority.
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Figure 12.8.2 RBF map indicating RST’s

Figure 12.8.3 RBF map indicating
forecasted hazard warnings
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FIGURE 12.8.4 – ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES OF TYPES OF ROAD FORECAST
Type of forecast

Advantages

Disadvantages

Good for small authorities where there is

Will lead to overtreatment where the climate

a consistent climate across their area.

varies across an authority as lack of

Only need to consider information for

information to discriminate between routes

one area and hence easier decision

and will be triggered by worst case shown

making. Easy to monitor changes as one

on forecast. Some detailed variation across

decision.

area may be missed.

Good for authorities with different

Adds some complexity to decision making

climatic area and variations in

as more information needs to be considered

topography. Groups routes into the

for each domain and may require additional

domains and allows different actions for

infrastructure in terms of forecast sites.

each domain and can save on cost and

Some detailed variation across area may be

treatments from above.

missed.

Route-based forecast

Can provide further savings where there

High level of complexity in decision making

RBF)

is significant variation in climate across

by considering each route individually

an authority, due to high ground, coastal

(however presentation of forecast can assist

areas and the like. It enables decisions to

here) and requires more experienced and

be taken on a route basis, and different

trained WSDM.

Authority wide forecast

3ºC Domain forecast

routes may have difference actions on
each night, dependent on the prevailing
weather scenario.
It is possible to make sub-route decisions
using RBF information if such detailed
forecasting techniques and
methodology are used.

There is a danger that RBF can create
pessimistic actions if thresholds for decisions
are the same as domain forecasting.
Monitoring of RBF is more challenging as
this level of detail is more difficult to verify
except at weather stations (fixed location) or
using mobile temperature monitoring (fixed
time of measurement).

12.8.14 Colour States (RAG States) In the UK road winter maintenance sector, it is commonplace
to see a traffic light system used to flag occurrences of weather hazards. This is often
referred to as a RAG state. RAG states on a forecast are often incorrectly interpreted as a
flag of the uncertainty in the information provided. The definition set by the main weather
providers to the sector, they do not highlight risk or uncertainty, rather they highlight
specified temperature thresholds or hazards being forecast.
12.8.15 It is not advisable to base decisions solely on colour state indicators as they do not convey
uncertainty; decision should be guided by all available information.
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12.9 Forecast Ranges
12.9.1 Forecast range describes the time into the future for which the forecast is valid from the
point of issue. It may be referred to as lead time or forecast period.
12.9.2 Highway Authorities should familiarise themselves with both the forecasting methodology,
experience of the forecasters and forecast models being used to produce the various
elements forecast. This will normally be addressed through training provided by forecast
providers.
12.9.3 Practically, when looking at forecasts beyond five days ahead, the chaotic nature of the
atmosphere begins to play a much larger part. For example, small events currently over the
Atlantic can have potentially significant impacts on our weather in the UK in several days’
time. Therefore, whilst providers can still forecast the general nature of the weather with
some skill, it becomes harder to offer local detail to as high a level of accuracy as shorter
range forecasts due to resolution of the models.
12.9.4 Forecast utility and uncertainty for different forecast lead times is summarised in the
following table:12.9.1
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FIGURE 12.9.1 4 – FORECAST UTILITY AND UNCERTAINTY FOR DIFFERENT FORECAST
Forecast Range

Forecast Type and
Presentation Format

Utility for Road Practitioners

Forecast Uncertainty

Up to about six

Often called a ‘nowcast’ these

Generally lower at short

hours ahead

short-term forecasts can be

lead times, since nowcasts

useful in situations where

are merged with real time

deployment of resources can be

observational data.

rapid or in evolving weather
scenarios e.g. rainfall and
flooding.
Short Range
(< 36 Hours)

Site Specific (Tabular and

Can make decisions on whether

Variable, but generally low.

Graphical) Domain Based

and when to carry out

High resolution UK models

(Tabular and Graphical)

treatments on a site/domain/

are most skilful up to a few

route, and how much treatment

days ahead.

Route Based (Tabular and
Graphical) Meteorological Text

to apply.
Depending on operational
requirements, the appropriate
forecast period should be
chosen.
Often the period chosen is
governed by the need to
manage resources such as
drivers’ hours, rest periods etc.
Consideration should be given to
the delivery time for the forecast
looking at operational
requirements and optimum
delivery times for quality/
accuracy from the forecast
provider

Medium Range
(2-5 Days)

Domain Based (Tabular and

Can gauge how much demand

Lower resolution, global

Graphical)

the upcoming weather will put

domain models are better

on resources, enabling planning.

able to capture large scale

Route Based (Tabular and

weather trends with

Graphical) Meteorological Text

associated greater
uncertainty.

Medium Range
(6-15 Days)

Meteorological Text

Forecasts in this range are used

Forecasts in this range can

to provide an early warning of

change from day to day

the potential for disruptive

and uncertainty is often

weather.

considerable.

Can gauge how much demand

Lower resolution, global

the upcoming weather will put

domain models are better

on resources, enabling planning

able to capture large scale

for likely weather trends

weather patterns but
forecast largely reflects
climatology.
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FIGURE 12.9.1 4 – FORECAST UTILITY AND UNCERTAINTY FOR DIFFERENT FORECAST
Forecast Range
Long Range

Forecast Type and
Presentation Format
Graphical ensemble plots

(15-30 days)

Utility for Road Practitioners

Forecast Uncertainty

Can make speculative resource

Beyond 15 days, forecasts

plans for up to a month ahead.

give a general indication,

These forecasts can be useful for
assisting decisions in relation to
salt purchase and are often

strongly based on
climatology, with wide
uncertainty.

probabilistic in nature. Specific
treatment decisions should not
be based on forecasts in this
time range.
Seasonal
(1-3 months)

Meteorological Text

Provides an indication of trends

Forecasts suggest most

Supported by Graphical

through the season ahead

likely trends or departures

Information

These forecasts are often useful
to contextualise information put

from normal seasonal
weather.

out in the media.

12.10 Forecast Components
12.10.1 As a minimum the decision maker should seek a forecast that includes the winter hazards
that exist in their treatment matrix. The range of supporting information available in the
market is extensive and varied. The user should decide what he/she requires to support the
forecast and the treatment decision.
FIGURE 12.10.1 – FORECAST COMPONENTS
Forecast

Description of Content

component
Text

A general synopsis, with timings, over the defined period or periods, including a summary of the
meteorological synoptic situation with timings of significant meteorological changes during the
forecast period with reference to hazards such as snow, ice, hail, hoarfrost, freezing rain, wind, fog,
lightning and rain/showers which are expected to affect the clients forecast Area. These text
forecasts are commonly supported by further information presented in a tabular format.

Tables

Are often used in conjunction with Text forecasts described above to present further detail of
hazards, their timing and likelihood, often in chronological order (using 1hr, 3hr, 6hr or 24hr
intervals) detailing the timing of events over the defined forecast period. Tables will often include
other factors such as high wind speed that may affect the spread rates and precipitation levels that
may cause wash-off.

Graphs

Additional to tables above, forecast providers provide graphical presentation of key forecast
elements such as Air, Road Surface temperature, Humidity, Dew point, Precipitation rain and snow
timing intensity, probability and forecasted accumulations, Wind speeds and direction.
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FIGURE 12.10.1 – FORECAST COMPONENTS
Forecast

Description of Content

component
Graphs

In addition the graphs can with agreement and processes in place present observational data if
available as a comparison to further support the forecast.

Hazards –

There are a number of weather Hazards (see example table below) that if no precautionary

snow, frost,

treatment is undertaken can and will affect the network. Whilst some Hazards alone will not

ice, freezing

necessarily require precautionary treatment, if they are combined with other Hazards they will - for

rain, intense

example low temperatures following rainfall resulting in wet or damp roads then freezing as

rain, high

temperatures drop below zero.

wind, hail, fog

As a minimum, Highway Authorities should seek a forecast that includes the winter hazards that
exist in their treatment matrix.
The range of supporting information available in the market is extensive and varied. The user
should decide what they require to support the forecast and the treatment decision.
There are non-forecast elements that could result in a hazard forming though not necessary
indicated by the forecast alone - for example if dry road conditions are forecast and no hazards
anticipated, ice can still form on sections of the network that are prone to water seepage or
flooding with poor drainage.
Forecasters will often rank hazards in severity and in some circumstances only present the worst
case. An example hierarchy of surface hazards appearing in typical treatment matrices is presented
below:
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FIGURE 12.10.1 – FORECAST COMPONENTS
Forecast

Description of Content

component
Hazards –
snow, frost,
ice, freezing
rain, intense
rain, high
wind, hail, fog

Hazard
Dry

Hierarchy
Least hazardous

Wet/Damp
Rain
Hoar Frost
Heavy Hoar Frost
Ice
Snow
Freezing Rain

Weather radar

Most hazardous

A weather radar is an instrument used to locate precipitation, calculate its motion, intensity, and
determine the type (rain, snow, hail, etc.). A weather radar sends out a pulse of electromagnetic
energy into the atmosphere. If that piece of energy interacts with something in the environment, it
will reflect energy back to the weather radar and we can sense it.
Weather radar enables more efficient, improved situational awareness, better warnings, and
forecasts. When integrated with other information available, weather radars provide an additional
layer of meteorological data to increase safety and improve operational decision making. Weather
radar images are available at varying temporal resolutions and may also include a predictive
element where the likely path of the precipitation is calculated for the next few hours, although the
accuracy of such predictions can be limited in showery conditions.
For the Duty Officer the radar can be used to determine where and when precipitation such as
snow is likely to occur and allow deployment of resources accordingly. Likewise radar can be used
to assist with the timing of a treatment – for example if a treatment has been planned for 6pm but
the radar shows a band of rain which could cause wash off, the Duty Officer can choose to delay
the action until the rain has passed.
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FIGURE 12.10.1 – FORECAST COMPONENTS
Forecast

Description of Content

component
Weather radar

Visible satellite images record visible light from the sun reflected back to the satellite by cloud tops
and land and sea surfaces. They are equivalent to a black and white photograph from space. The
visible satellite images are better able to show low cloud than infrared images (low cloud is more
reflective than the underlying land or sea surface).
However, visible pictures can only be made during daylight hours. Satellite images can provide
information on location and timing of clearing skies and how cloudiness may change during the
night which has a significant impact on road surface temperatures.

Probability

Probabilistic forecasts quantify uncertainty, for example by providing a range of plausible outcomes

forecasting

using ensemble forecasting. Understanding uncertainty, particularly around critical thresholds,
forms a basis for better, more informed decision making.
An expert meteorologist can combine multiple sources of evidence – from NWP data, observations,
and knowledge of weather processes, to qualitatively assess uncertainty in a forecast. These skills
are often offered by forecast providers to assist winter practitioners in correctly interpreting forecast
data for use in decision guidance. Effective communication and understanding of information
requires consistent use of language.

Pressure

Pressure maps are measured in millibars and tell the reader where there is high atmospheric

maps

pressure, as compared to average sea-level pressure, and where there is low atmospheric pressure.
In general, high pressure areas mean that the air is very stable, and usually denotes good weather
conditions. Low pressure on the other hand, means that the air is less stable, clouds can form, and
rain or storms could ensue. Low and high air pressure systems are caused by the heating and
cooling of air masses.
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FIGURE 12.10.1 – FORECAST COMPONENTS
Forecast

Description of Content

component
Model Maps

Model maps show the weather conditions at a particular area. Derived from the weather forecast
models, they report on all kinds of weather conditions, such as temperature, humidity, air pressure,
cloud cover, rain, snow or wind speed. Normally used at Medium-long range forecasting.

Temperature

Bridges, footpaths and cycleways all possess different thermal characteristics. Forecasts can be

forecasts for

created that provide a surface temperature for a variety of surface types.

other surfaces

12.11 Monitoring Forecast Performance and
Accuracy
12.11.1 When selecting, developing or using a weather forecast service, it is important to
understand how accurate, or ‘skilful’, that service is likely to be. Meteorological forecast
providers use a wide range of statistical techniques to measure forecast performance.
Typically, forecast skill is measured by selecting a single forecast parameter (e.g. road
surface temperature) and comparing forecast data to observations. The comparison may
measure all data for all sites or select sites, regions, time periods and/or forecast lead times.
12.11.2 Forecast verification is an important part of road weather forecasting to be able to assess
the value of the forecasts. This is more than just looking at straightforward issues such as
accuracy. In general it can be said that a road weather forecast has value if:
■

Correct decision is taken which prevents the formation of ice, frost or snow
accumulation on the highway network

■

A correct decision is taken which prevents the use of un-necessary de-icer applications.

12.11.3 When comparing alternative forecast services, winter practitioners should request forecast
performance metrics that are comparable between providers. For example, the metrics
should use comparable forecast and verification data types and employ comparable
statistical analysis techniques.
12.11.4 Assessing the value can be complicated by external factors such as:
■

Residual de-icing chemical on the road

■

Political considerations
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12.11.5 Planned action will change road state and a forecast of ice will normally lead to pre-salting
action which will then prevent ice formation. It is then impossible to verify whether ice
would have formed or not. The hydroscopic nature of salt will also potentially change the
road state from dry to damp/wet. For these reasons it is normally felt that verification of
road state is too difficult to measure with any certainty.
12.11.6 For all the above reasons, verification has concentrated on forecasts of road surface
temperature at road station locations where a comparison to observed temperatures can
be made.
12.11.7 Currently in the UK there is no standardised approach to measuring forecast performance.
It is recommended that this should be addressed by Forecast Suppliers, Highway
Authorities and Bureau suppliers.
Annex 1 provides some example methods of verification that can be used to judge the
performance of the forecast provider.

12.12 Road Weather Stations
12.12.1 Forecast Weather Stations
In addition to providing observed data to help monitor
the network, these fixed stations are used as an input to site
specific road state and temperature forecasts. They have a
combination of atmospheric and either embedded or noninvasive road sensors.
Road Surface temperature, deep (30cm) temperature, air
temperature and dew point are the most important parameters
used in the weather forecast process. It is recommended that all
primary or forecast stations measure all of these parameters.
Additional measurements such as visibility, present weather,
precipitation and relative humidity together with camera
images may also be useful to the forecast provider and
practitioner. Practitioners should consider what information is
required in order to monitor the effectiveness of treatments and
ensure weather stations are equipped with suitable sensors
in order to record this information.
From a practitioners’ monitoring perspective, road temperature
and surface state are important. Other types of sensor data that
can be useful for monitoring purposes include salt/chemical
levels or inferred friction/skid resistance levels of the road.
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12.12.2 Non-forecast Weather Stations
These are fixed stations that are primarily used by winter maintenance practitioners and
forecast providers to monitor the network, although they occasionally act as back-ups to
forecast weather stations. They also have a combination of atmospheric and road sensors. If
the station will be needed as a back-up then it is recommended that it is equipped with
the same sensors as a forecast station.
If the station will be used just for monitoring purposes it is recommended that liaison
between the authority, weather forecast provider and weather station supplier takes place
regarding which sensors the station should contain. Ideally, only those weather sensors
deemed most essential should be installed, however some parameters may be used to
improve other parameters reported by weather stations.
12.2.3 Internet of Things (IoT) Road Monitoring Sensors
Advances in technology have meant that road sensors that utilise communication
networks such as Wi-Fi, 4G and 5G and longrange wireless communication are available.
These sensors can usually be affixed to street furniture and represent an opportunity to
extend coverage across your network. They utilise passive infrared technology to provide
road temperatures. These individual sensors will cost less than fixed weather stations and
negate the need to install the sensor in the carriageway. Practitioners should discuss with
their forecast provider, prior to the installation of such sensors, how the data will be used
and where the obligation (if any) to monitor/react to changes resides.
12.2.4 Mobile Sensors
Mobile sensors attached to vehicles give instant readings helping to extend the
observations across a wider network. These sensors can report a number of parameters,
from just road temperature up to road temperature, road state, friction/grip as well as
some atmospheric readings. Some new sensors that can detect the amount of chemical
on the road surface are also starting to come onto the market. Consideration should be
given as to how the practitioner will use such data.
12.2.5 Optimal Number of Stations and Sensors
The optimal number of weather stations and sensor readings on a road network is
dependent upon geographical differences such as topography, altitude, Sky View Factor,
shading, slope and aspect. The type of forecast (domain or route) will also dictate the
optimal number of stations and the required capability of each station. Practitioners should
work with their forecast provider to arrive at the optimal number of stations and their
preferred locations.
Historically in the UK at least one fixed weather station has been installed in each climatic
domain. If you are utilising targeted treatments then there will potentially be the need for
more observations for assurance that these treatments have been effective and to assist
the production of the forecast.
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12.12.6 Data Polling Frequency
The move away from fixed telephone lines to using the internet as the means of
transferring data between a weather station/sensor and the central storage repository has
facilitated an opportunity to have more frequent data polling. The better the network
awareness you have the better you can monitor forecasts and road conditions, and
frequent data updates will improve this network awareness. Road temperatures and
atmospheric readings can change significantly from one hour to another so frequently
updated data will ensure these changes are quickly observed and can be acted on.
When deciding the polling frequency the main factors to consider are any additional costs
incurred, your needs based on your policies and processes and the ability to operationally
utilise all the data both before, during and post any actions being taken.
There is always an expectation you act on any the latest sensor data, so ensure that your
operational policies and procedures around monitoring your network take into account the
polling frequency.
It is also increasingly common that weather stations are left on all year round to monitor
non-winter specific weather, but with a reduced poling frequency during the non-winter
period.
12.2.7 Factors to Consider when Purchasing Weather Stations and Sensors
When deciding which type of weather stations and sensors (fixed weather station,
mobile, IoT Monitoring Sensors) to invest in and indeed the manufacturer(s) to source
the instrumentation from the following factors should be taken into consideration:
■

Accuracy – The chosen solution must provide the required accuracy needed to deliver
an effective winter service based on plans and policies, especially the temperature
trigger that leads to a treatment occurring. It is also important that the site coordinates
be accurate enough to ensure correct modelling in the forecast system, and this should
be confirmed with the forecast provider.

■

Range of readings – These must be sufficient to provide all necessary data to ensure
appropriate decision making and they should be focussed upon the most commonly
faced hazards in that geographical area. For example, if snow and ice constitute
common hazards then surface state is as important as surface temperature.

■

Reliability & durability – The reliability and overall durability must be appropriate and
based upon expectations and needs throughout the winter season and life cycle of the
sensor or station.

■

Cost/Value – Getting best value is clearly of fundamental importance, taking into
account the above mentioned factors together with operational requirements, costs of
procurement, installation and maintenance during the life cycle of the sensor/station.
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■

Ability to analyse information – An increased amount of sensor information will lead to
an increase in the amount of data and also increased expectations. The potential value
of this additional information will only be realised if it can be analysed, interpreted and
acted upon in real time to deliver a better service. Liaison with the weather forecast
provider is recommended to ensure that the additional data will bring benefits to the
forecast.

■

Reference readings – Quality reference readings are a fundamental part of any data
analysis. Therefore, sensors should be regularly inspected and calibrated (quality
checked) for accuracy. This service can be provided by the sensor manufacturers for
fixed weather stations. These quality checked fixed weather station readings can then
be used to apply any corrections to other readings to ensure maximum confidence in
their accuracy. Liaison with the weather forecast provider is recommended regarding
any analyses they may be able to provide so as to ensure sensor readings are
meteorologically legitimate. For example, a badly positioned sensor may produce
numerically correct values but these will not necessarily be representative of the
required or expected data.

■

Data security – Security of data and any potential cyber risks from connection to
weather stations and sensors should be discussed with the RWIS supplier.

■

Product standards and specifications – A number of standards and specifications exist
that relate to RWIS:
■

BS EN 15518-1:2011: defines the RWIS components

■

BS EN 15518-2:2011: specifies the frequency, resolution and content of road weather
observation and forecast products for a RWIS.

■

BS EN 15518-3:2011: specifies the terminology and performance requirements for all
components of stationary equipment within a RWIS.

■

PD CEN/TS 15518-4:2013: This Technical Specification specifies the test methods, the
experimental set-up and result analysis for the laboratory qualification of stationary
equipment within a RWIS.

12.12.8 Road Sensors on Weather Stations
There are a number of different road sensor options available. It is important to remember
that measurements are only relevant to the specific location of the weather station.
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FIGURE 12.12.1
Benefits

Limitations

Passive

Direct temperature reading from road surface

Potential high installation costs due to need

Embedded

Sub-surface Temperature data.

to install in road surface.

Calculation of freezing temperature and amount

Potential to be surface dressed/cables to

of treatment chemical on road surface.

sensors damaged.

Tried and tested technology in the UK. Reference

Small sample size.

Road Sensor*

level road sensor readings.

Calculation affected by chemical type.

Active

Direct temperature reading from road surface

Potential high installation costs due to need

Embedded

and sub-surface.

to install in road surface.

Measures freezing point for any chemical on the

Potential to be surface dressed/cables to

sensor head.

sensors damaged.

Road Sensor*

Small sample size.
Static

Usually larger sample size than embedded

No direct reading of amount of chemical on

NonInvasive

sensors.

road surface.

Cheaper installation, some can be mounted on

Limited set of parameters reported.

existing street furniture

Will potentially provide different values from

Can be moved around if needed

embedded sensors.

Some instruments can derive additional

Location of sensors must be carefully

information about the road condition by

considered to avoid areas of unusual

combined thermal and visible image analysis.

reflectivity e.g. anti-skid surfacing, white lines.
Careful installation to ensure the sensor field
of view is not obscured e.g. layby with parked
vehicles and the sensor can easily point at the
road surface.
Not possible to measure temperature below
the surface.

Mobile/Vehicle
Mounted
NonInvasive

Extends measurements from fixed points.
Allows better validation of route based
forecasting.
Allows practitioners to ‘scout’ before deploying a
treatment, particularly in the early hours or on
marginal nights

Relies on movement of vehicles to collect
data.
May require additional maintenance as a
result of being on a vehicle and being subject
to road spray etc.
Not possible to measure temperature below
the surface.

* Passive sensors measure the conductivity of the road surface fluid and the freezing point
is derived from the conductivity value. An active sensor directly measures the freezing
point by active cooling and heating of the surface sensor.
Different sensors have differing benefits and limitations. Most benefit can often be
obtained from the combining of different sensors at the same location or road segment to
complement each other.
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For example, the accurate measurement of freezing temperatures depends not only upon
the amount of salt present but also the amount of water and ice, and these amounts may
well vary across the carriageway and across the network at any one time. In addition the
amount of liquid water present may change rapidly in events such as the start of snowfall,
rain or when frost is starting to form. The amount of chemical present can be used in
conjunction with the freezing temperature and road surface temperature to provide
greater understanding of the risk of ice formation.
There is an ever-increasing range of available options to receiving observational weather
and road surface state data and, in general, a greater situational awareness regarding
conditions across the road network leads to better informed treatment decisions being
made. Whilst the optimal make up of sensors and stations will be very much customer
specific based on operational needs, topography and geography and budgets, the
increased choice means that multiple options can be combined to deliver quality network
wide information that can be used to improve service delivery to the public.
12.12.9 Where to Locate Sensors and Fixed Weather Stations
When locating a fixed weather station then the following considerations should be taken
into account:
■

Climatic Domains If treatment decisions are differentiated by climatic domain each
domain should contain at least one forecast weather station.

■

Representative of Road Network Ideally, any forecast weather station should be
representative of the road network in that vicinity, so the forecast and readings from the
station provide a good indication of conditions in that area. Thermal profiling will show
the relative differences in temperature across a road network and will inform if a station
is in a relatively warm, average or cold location on the network.

■

Terrain complexity Spacing of weather stations will ideally take account of terrain
complexity and should be discussed with RWIS or forecast supplier i.e. more closely
spaced stations the more complex the terrain.

■

Suitability for forecasting.
■

Fully exposed to the sky.

■

The distance from any trees should always be sufficient not to cause shading on the
road sensor or atmospherics.

■

The road surface should be in good material condition (not deformed), the surface
type is consistent in the vicinity of sensor installation and it should also be robust
(not likely to break up).

■

Road junctions and other locations where vehicle tyres may more commonly slide
and leave rubber deposits on the sensor, should be avoided as these will affect
surface state measurement etc.
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■

Vulnerable locations Secondary stations can potentially be installed at locations
vulnerable to severe weather e.g. locations particularly susceptible to frost, snowfall etc.

■

Non-invasive sensors It is crucially important to ensure that these are installed so that
the field of view of the sensor incorporates the intended area of road surface and not
any unrepresentative surface. Care must also be taken to ensure they are not too close
to the roadside and at risk of being struck by passing high sided vehicles

■

Safe Working Environment. It is also crucial that a safe working environment is
available for those installing and maintaining the equipment. This should, if at all
possible, include a safe parking area off the highway which is suitable for parking at any
time of year.

■

Access to communications and power. When installing a fixed weather station, in
some areas there is still a need to ensure accessibility to fixed telecommunications and
power, although improvements in sensor, wind and solar energy technology, as well as
mobile phone coverage have reduced the dependence on direct connections to
utilities. Fewer restrictions tend to apply when installing fixed non-invasive IoT enabled
sensors.

■

Traffic Management. Traffic management requirements for the installation of both the
cabinet/atmospherics and road sensors must be properly accounted for. In certain
situations, the cost of these items can be more that the cost of the weather station. To
this end, the avoidance of crossing slip roads or multiple traffic lanes with cabling is
recommended unless this is an absolute requirement of the system. In addition,
sections of road on bends where visibility (line of sight) is an issue should be avoided on
safety grounds.

12.12.10 Maintenance and Calibration of Weather Stations and Sensors

As the observed readings are fundamental to the understanding of conditions across the
network, as well as accurate weather forecasts, it is essential that the readings provided by
weather stations and sensors are accurate and that they will remain functioning correctly
for the maximum amount of time.
Weather station suppliers will provide recommended maintenance and calibration
schedules, which should be followed, and it is important that authorities plan for and
develop an appropriate programme for both preventative and reactive maintenance.
As part of this programme, it is also important to periodically inspect the area surrounding
weather stations to ensure that the surrounding environment is not unduly and/or
unexpectedly influencing the measurements. Examples of changes to look for include
vegetation growth and any new developments such as buildings and installation of
large signage.
Loss of data may have an impact on the forecast accuracy with even a short outage
having an impact on forecast accuracy treatment decision making. The longer the outage
the greater the impact will be in terms of forecast performance and recovery time. Data
outages also limit the ability to verify the forecast and the ability to monitor conditions
against the forecast.
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12.13 Emerging Trends and Technologies
12.13.1 Overview of current trends
The area of road weather information, encompassing the sensors and technologies for
collecting data and the systems for making use of this information, is developing rapidly.
New types of sensors are providing ever increasing amounts of information on the network
condition. For example, mobile sensors, IOT sensors, vehicle data, weather data from
cameras and traffic flow sensors are all becoming more widely available.
Some vehicle measurements, such as ambient air temperature and atmospheric pressure,
have direct relevance for understanding weather and road surface conditions. Additionally,
other vehicle observations such as windscreen wipers, antilock braking system (ABS) and
traction control, can potentially be indirect indications of local road weather conditions.
As more connected vehicles appear on the roads there will be increasing scope for
information to be transmitted from vehicles to surrounding roadside infrastructure, and
vice versa, providing details on road conditions, traffic and weather conditions.
Future developments for residual salt detection might also be heading towards mobile
measurements from sensors mounted on maintenance, freight or even private road user
vehicles. This would enable traffic speed measurements of the amount of residual salt
present on the road network in real time. This knowledge could potentially be used to
assist in determining how much salt should be applied across the carriageway to maintain
safety.
Increased amounts of real-time data could improve the understanding of conditions across
the network and allow increasingly more precise decisions to be made.
However, it appears likely that there will have to be an increased use of Maintenance
Decision Support Systems (MDSS) to process and synthesize the increased amount of data
and present summaries and/or recommendations to the WSDM to assist them in their
decision making and monitoring roles.
Improvement in forecasts and increased coverage of observation stations/sensors could
ultimately lead to the Dynamic Optimisation of treatment routes. This is the automated
optimisation of treatment routes based on the weather forecast and road-side
observations to create a bespoke set of treatment routes each night. Such a system could
also enable other benefits such as being able to dynamically vary spread rate along a route.
Autonomous vehicles will become increasingly important as we move forward into the
future and it will be necessary for them to operate safely and efficiently. The scope of
environmental conditions required for these vehicles to operate in this way are not yet fully
understood. However, it is likely that there will be an increased importance for roads to be
maintained in as good a condition as possible to ensure that cars with automated driving
functions can travel safely.
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Self-driving cars will require detailed maps of the road network alongside real-time traffic
and road condition information (for example to maintain safe distances between vehicles
when road conditions deteriorate). There will need to be consideration of what weather
information provision will be required to support fully autonomous vehicles using the
network in the future.
12.13.2 Opportunities and considerations for road authorities
■

Opportunities for installation of new sensors or other ITS improvements (for example as
part of wider infrastructure improvement schemes) to better inform treatment decision
making and enable vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communications.

■

How data will be used for treatment decision making and monitoring, for example
through implementation of MDSS systems.

■

Operational policies and procedures around network monitoring should take into
account the type and availability of data as there is always an expectation that
authorities will act on the latest sensor data available.

■

How data will be shared and the requirements for agreements with third parties. For
example, other authorities, third party data providers and, increasingly, connected
vehicle manufacturers.

■

Improvements in connectivity and communications could provide opportunity for
using road networks as testing and proving ground for connected and autonomous
vehicles.
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Annex 1 - Example Approaches to Measuring Forecast Performance
Analysis of deterministic forecasts may use measures such as root mean square error (RMSE), mean
absolute error (MAE), or diagnostic statistics (hit-miss rates based around critical thresholds).
Probabilistic forecasts can be measured with a wider variety of skill scoring approaches. The ‘best’ approach
to performance analysis depends on the type of forecast and its application; winter practitioners should
work with forecast providers to agree on representative skill metrics.
Below are some examples of performance targets that can be used to judge the performance of a forecast
provider over the course of a customer’s contract, including them in monthly and annual performance
reports.
While the description below is in no way exhaustive, it is important to recognise the differences between
techniques for reporting forecast performance and how informative such analyses are for judging the most
appropriate forecast service.
The targets are calculated on forecasts below require a definition of a critical night. Following the
recommendations judge the value of the forecasts by looking at the road frost status. Using a 2 x 2
contingency table we compare the forecast against the actual:
F/F - Frost Forecast and Frost Observed (i.e. forecast correct)
NF/F - No Frost Forecast and Frost Observed
F/NF - Frost Forecast and No Frost Observed
NF/NF - No Frost Forecast and No Frost Observed (i.e. forecast correct)
Frost occurred (F)

No frost occurred (NF)

Frost Forecast (F)

Correct forecast - frost (F/F)

False alarm (F/NF)

No Frost Forecast (NF)

Missed event (NF/F)

Correct forecast - no frost (NF/NF)

Percent Correct (PC) As close to 100% as possible,
the percent correct is the percentage of correct
forecasts above or below 0°C

Bias: As close to -0.25% as possible the bias is the average error between forecast
and observed minima. A negative bias indicates consistent pessimism in the
forecasts. Conversely, a positive bias demonstrates optimistic forecasts.

PC = [(F/F + NF/NF) / Total number of nights] x 100
The equation for calculating the bias is:
Probability of Detection (PoD) As close to 100% as
possible, this indicates how many of the observed
frosts were not forecast as a percentage of the total
number of frosts observed.

Root Mean Squared Error: As close to 0% as possible, The RMSE is the
average error between what was forecast and observed temperature minima
ignoring the direction of the difference.

PoD = (F/F) / (F/F + NF/F)
The equation for calculating the RMSE is:
Miss rate (MR): As close to 0% as possible, this
indicates how many of the observed frosts were not
forecast as a percentage of the total number of frosts
observed.
MR = (NF/F) / (F/F + NF/F)

False Alarm Ratio (FAR): As close to 0% as possible
This looks at the number of nights that a frost was
forecast but did not occur. FAR is expressed as a
percentage.

The RMSE show the trends ofthe forecast and provides a measure of forecasting
skill as the lower the error (the nearer to zero) the accurate the forecast. However,
this is difficult to relate to planned action and its principal use is to judge the skill
of the forecast provider and is useful for setting minimum performance criteria.

Forecast delivery timing: An important factor to any forecast is meeting agreed
forecast delivery times and this should also be measured over the season as an
indication of Forecast supplier performance.

FAR= (F/NF)/(F/F+F/NF)
Contact with forecasters / response times: An important factor to any forecast is
the contact with Forecasters during the season and this should also be measured
over the season as an indication of Forecast supplier performance.
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